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Abstract
Judaeo-Arabic manuscripts with complete vocalisation are rare, a problem which
makes reconstructing the pronunciation of the medieval language challenging. This
study presents an edition of a Judaeo-Arabic translation of Ecclesiastes from the Cairo
Genizah with full Tiberian vocalisation. This manuscript exhibits noteworthy features
of dialectal medieval Arabic and a palaeographic style which places it in twelfth-
century Egypt-Palestine. The transcription system provides specific evidence for the
pronunciation of a type of medieval Judaeo-Arabic, while the translation offers a win-
dow into the culture of popular Bible translations and scribal activity in the medieval
Middle East.
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1 Introduction1
One of the challenges facing scholars of Judaeo-Arabic is the limited informa-
tion available concerning the pronunciation of the medieval language, par-
ticularly with respect to vowels. Only a small percentage of Judaeo-Arabic
manuscripts (ms/mss) contain written vowel signs, and the majority of those
are vocalisedonly sporadically.2This paperpresents amanuscriptwhichbreaks
from that tendency, and offers a rare glimpse into the linguistic background of
a twelfth-century Judaeo-Arabic translation of Ecclesiastes with full Tiberian
vocalisation.
The extant manuscript is comprised of three parchment bifolia from the
Cambridge University Library’s Taylor-Schechter (T-S) and Lewis-Gibson (L-G)
collections: T-S Ar.27.55; T-S Ar.53.12; and L-G Ar.i.150. The two T-S Ar. frag-
ments appear in Baker and Polliack’s Arabic and Judeo-ArabicManuscripts, but
they did not notice that the pair belong together.3 L-G Ar.i.150 has not been
described in any catalogue. Khan refers to T-S Ar.53.12 several times in his stud-
ies of vocalised Judaeo-Arabic,4 but none of these fragments have been pub-
lished as editions before now. The manuscript’s text spans Ecclesiastes 2:8 to
12:12, and probably represents the writer’s personal Judaeo-Arabic translation
of the Hebrew original.5
The following discussion contains three parts. The first describes the palaeo-
graphy of the manuscript, using comparative methods to demonstrate that it
was most likely written in the Egypt-Palestine area during the twelfth century.
The second then examines the vocalisation and orthography of the text, using
the high concentration of vowel signs to identify both dialectal and pseudo-
classical features that differ from Classical Arabic (ca). Finally, the third part
1 This work was supported by the Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation [opp1144]. We would like
to thank Ben Kantor and Joseph Habib for their insightful observations on the transcription,
Nadia Vidro for her editorial comments, and Judith Olszowy-Schlanger for her comments on
the palaeography.
2 See Khan, “Vocalized Judaeo-ArabicManuscripts,” pp. 201–218; idem, “Orthography andRead-
ing in Medieval Judaeo-Arabic,” pp. 395–404; Vidro, “Arabic Vocalisation in Judaeo-Arabic
Grammars,” pp. 341–351; Blau and Hopkins, “A Vocalized Judaeo-Arabic Letter,” pp. 417–476.
3 Baker and Polliack, Arabic and Judeo-Arabic Manuscripts, nos 2155 and 7728.
4 Khan, “Vocalized Judaeo-ArabicManuscripts,” pp. 204–205, 208–209; idem, “Orthography and
Reading,” pp. 400–401; idem, “The Function of the Shewa Sign,” p. 105.
5 In any case, it does not match the translations of Ecclesiastes by Saʿadya Gaon, Salmon ben
Jeroham, or Yephet ben ʿAli. See Vajda, Deux Commentaires Karaïtes and Bland, The Ara-
bic Commentary of Yephet ben ʿAli. A cursory comparison reveals some lexical similarities
between these versions and the translation discussed in this article, likely due to no more
than their shared Hebrew source material.
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presents an edition and translation of the extant material, along with com-
ments on noteworthy features from the transcription.
It is hoped that these elements will provide a useful guide for understanding
the historical context and linguistic significance of thismanuscript. Ultimately,
it is a valuable witness to the adaptation of Hebrew vowel signs to Middle Ara-
bic, and enhances our understanding of the phonetic realisation of spoken
medieval Arabic in a period when vocalised manuscripts are relatively scarce.
2 Palaeography
The extant fragments comprise six single-column parchment leaves (three
bifolia), containing all or part of Ecclesiastes 2:8–2:15, 2:22–3:5, 4:12–5:1, 5:8–
5:15, and 11:8–12:12. The most complete leaf is T-S Ar.53.12, which measures
14.9×16.5cm. All leaves originally contained 11 lines. The lines and margins are
clearly ruled, and the outside margins are pricked. The flesh side is easily dis-
tinguished from the hair side. Hebrew incipits mark the beginning of each
verse. They are smaller than the main Judaeo-Arabic text, but have a similar
palaeographic style.We conducted this analysis withmicroscopy in visible and
ultraviolet light in order to clearly see the ornamentation, stroke order, and
thickness of each letter. What follows is a detailed palaeographic description
of the letters of the main text as a point of comparison for future scholar-
ship.
As a whole, the palaeographic style is typical of a professional Egyptian-
Palestinian (“Eastern”) hand from the late eleventh to early twelfth century ad.
It is a small yet sophisticated book-hand script. Some components of the let-
ters are found in earlier (ninth- and tenth-century) Eastern manuscripts, but
these components also persist in the Eastern book-hands of later centuries,
and the overall rounded and simplified style points toward a twelfth-century
date.6
2.1 Branched Letters (ʾālep, ṭêt, ʿayin, ṣādê shîn)
All branched letters have the fundamental shape and stroke order seen in East-
ern hands from the tenth to twelfth centuries. However, the ducti joining the
6 Many thanks to JudithOlszowy-Schlanger for her assistance in clarifying the date of the script
style. For comparative referenceswhich generallymatch thismanuscript’s script, seeYardeni,
Book of Hebrew Script, “Eastern Book-Hand” (chart 24); David, The Hebrew Letter, examples
5A–6B; Birnbaum,TheHebrewScript, plates 92–93, 184–189; Beit-Arie et al., Specimensof Medi-
aeval Hebrew Scripts, charts 1–36.
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branches to the main strokes are thick and the serifs are significantly rounded,
which are typically later features. The horizontal bottom strokes of ṭêt and shîn
are notably flat.
– ʾĀlep:7 The top serif is not a separate stroke, but instead flows smoothly into
themain stroke,which curves slightly downward at the bottom.The leftmost
branch attaches to the top of the middle stroke, which is an Eastern feature.
The ʾālep-lāmed ligature is comprised of integral features from both letters
and fits the aforementioned script style.
– Ṭêt:8 The top fits a tenth-century palaeography, but the bottom horizontal
stroke is flat, a feature seen in comparable twelfth-century mss.
– ʿAyin:9 Some ʿayins are noticeably upright. The leftmost branch joins the
main stroke higher than expected for the assessed script style, but the top
and bottom serifs both fit it well.
– Ṣādê:10 Shaped like nûn, with a right branch proceeding almost perpendicu-
larly from the middle stroke.
– Shîn:11 Similar to ṭêt, shîn has a flat base, and themiddle stroke joins the left-
hand stroke at a high point. These features are seen in ninth-century script
styles, but the roundness of the strokes and serifs are comparable to twelfth-
century mss.
2.2 Right-Angled Letters (bêt, dālet, hê, ḥêt, rêsh, tāw)
The shape and ornamentation of these letters match comparative script styles
for a tenth-century Eastern hand. However, these simple letters tend to keep
similar shapes over longer periods of time, so they also have parallels in twelfth-
century scripts.12
– Bêt: The downward stroke does not narrow significantly before being sub-
sumed by the sweeping, slightly curved bottom stroke. It is easily distin-
7 Comparative examples: Yardeni, Book of Hebrew Script, charts 23, 24, fig. 208; David, The
Hebrew Letter, figs 5B, 6A, 6B; Birnbaum, The Hebrew Script, plates 184, 186, 188; Beit-Arie
et al., Specimens of Mediaeval Hebrew Scripts, charts 5, 35–36.
8 Yardeni, Book of Hebrew Script, chart 23; David, The Hebrew Letter, fig. 5A; Birnbaum, The
Hebrew Script, plates 92, 93; Beit-Arie et al., Specimens of Mediaeval Hebrew Scripts, chart
2.
9 The closest overall comparison is Beit-Arie et al., Specimens of Mediaeval Hebrew Scripts,
charts 8, 35.
10 Yardeni, Book of Hebrew Script, chart 23, fig. 208; David, The Hebrew Letter, fig. 5A; Birn-
baum, The Hebrew Script, plates 184–186.
11 Yardeni, Book of Hebrew Script, chart 23, fig. 208; Beit-Arie et al., Specimens of Mediaeval
Hebrew Scripts, charts 1, 3, 4, 35.
12 See especially, Yardeni, Book of Hebrew Script, chart 24 and fig. 108, and Beit-Arie et al.,
Specimens of Mediaeval Hebrew Scripts, chart 35.
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guished from kāp by a sharp edge protruding backwards beyond the down-
wards stroke.
– Dālet: The top of the downward stroke is ornamental, beginning well above
the horizontal roof, which has a strong serif at the leftmost end.
– Hê: The samebase shape as dālet; the left bottombranch attaches to the roof.
– Ḥêt: Both downstrokes begin slightly above the horizontal line, less severely
than dālet and hê.
– Rêsh and tāw: The serif and angle typically appear in earlier (tenth-century)
Eastern styles.
2.3 Vertical Letters (gîmel,wāw, zayin, nûn)
These letters match the fundamental shapes and stroke orders of a tenth-
century Egyptian-Palestinian hand, although the ornamentation is more
rounded than some comparative script styles; this rounding is more common
in twelfth-century samples.
– Gîmel:13 The middle stroke is straight and extends seamlessly into the top
serif, which is poorly-defined and points steeply upward. This feature devi-
ates slightly from comparative styles which have more angular strokes. The
bottom stroke attaches high in themiddle of themid-stroke, which is typical
for the assessed period.
– Wāw:14 Closelymatches the tenth-century Eastern book hand and compara-
ble twelfth-century scripts.
– Zayin:15 Short, which is typical of tenth-century Eastern book hand. How-
ever, like the top of gîmel, there is no stroke break between themiddle stroke
and the serif, which is another feature seen in comparative twelfth-century
scripts.
– Nûn:16 The serif is rounded and flows seamlessly into the main stroke, fit-
ting a tenth-century Eastern script style as well as the later twelfth-century
style.
13 Yardeni, Book of Hebrew Script, charts 23, 24; David, The Hebrew Letter, fig. 5A; Birnbaum,
TheHebrew Script, plate 184; Beit-Arie et al., Specimens of Mediaeval Hebrew Scripts, charts
3, 5.
14 Yardeni, Book of Hebrew Script, chart 23, fig. 208; Beit-Arie et al., Specimens of Mediaeval
Hebrew Scripts, charts 35, 36.
15 Yardeni, Book of Hebrew Script, chart 23, fig. 208, Beit-Arie et al., Specimens of Mediaeval
Hebrew Scripts, charts 35, 36.
16 Yardeni, Book of Hebrew Script, charts 23, 24, fig. 208. Birnbaum, The Hebrew Script, plates
186, 189.
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2.4 Rounded Letters (kāp,mêm, sāmek, pê)
The basic forms and ornamentation of these letters agree with the Egypt-
Palestine palaeography, and small deviations in them place the script in the
twelfth century.
– Kāp andmêm: Both letters match the assessed script style exactly.Mêm has
a straight roof common in twelfth-century comparative texts.
– Sāmek:17 The roof is flat with no ornamentation. A slight bump is visible on
the rightmost side of the top stroke, where the downward stroke begins.
– Pê:18 The letter is notably compact and its bottom half extends far past the
left stroke.This lengtheningmay reflect influence fromanArabic script style.
2.5 Tall Letters (kāp sôpît, lāmed, pê sôpît, ṣādê sôpît, qôf, nûn sôpît)
These letters retain the fundamental shape of their medial counterparts.
– Kāp sôpît:19 Matches the twelfth-century Eastern hand.
– Lāmed:20 Basic,without serifs,which is similar to some twelfth-century com-
parative scripts.
– Pê sôpît:21 The lefthand “nose” sometimes attaches below the top curve of the
main stroke.
– Ṣādê sôpît: The top stroke matches that of medial ṣādê.
– Qôf :22 The long bottom stroke attaches to the roof a bit further past the serif,
a feature seen in the twelfth-century comparative scripts.
– Nûn sôpît:23 The top serif, like all serifs in this hand, is rounder than inmany
tenth-century comparative script styles, indicating the later twelfth-century
date. The length tends to be shorter than the downstroke of other sôpît let-
ters.
17 Birnbaum, The Hebrew Script, plate 92; Beit-Arie et al., Specimens of Mediaeval Hebrew
Scripts, charts 35, 36.
18 Yardeni, Bookof HebrewScript, chart 24, fig. 208; David,TheHebrewLetter, figs 5A, 6A; Birn-
baum, The Hebrew Script, plates 92, 189; Beit-Arie et al., Specimens of Mediaeval Hebrew
Scripts, charts 1, 3, esp. 36.
19 Yardeni, Book of Hebrew Script, chart 24, fig. 208; David, The Hebrew Letter, fig. 6A; Birn-
baum, The Hebrew Script, plates 93, 189; Beit-Arie et al., Specimens of Mediaeval Hebrew
Scripts, charts 35, 36.
20 Yardeni, Book of Hebrew Script, chart 23; David, The Hebrew Letter, fig. 5A; Birnbaum, The
Hebrew Script, plates 92, 186; Beit-Arie et al., Specimens of Mediaeval Hebrew Scripts, chart
36.
21 David, The Hebrew Letter, fig. 6A; Birnbaum, The Hebrew Script, plate 189; Beit-Arie et al.,
Specimens of Mediaeval Hebrew Scripts, charts 1, 5, but esp. 35, 36.
22 Yardeni, Book of Hebrew Script, chart 24, fig. 208; David, The Hebrew Letter, chart 6; Birn-
baum,TheHebrewScript, plates 93, 186, 189; Beit-Arie et al., Specimens of MediaevalHebrew
Scripts, chart 11 and especially charts 13, 36.
23 Yardeni, Bookof HebrewScript, chart 24; Birnbaum,TheHebrewScript, plate 189 (but longer
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3 Arabic Dialectology
The vocalisation and orthography reflect dialectal features that differ from
Classical Arabic. Some of these features are fairly general, occurring in many
varieties of Arabic, but a few indicate Egyptian influences on the scribe who
wrote the manuscript. Simultaneously, the text follows Classical grammar and
morphology in most respects, and it reflects a fairly high register of Arabic.
It even contains several cases of “classicised” language with hyper- or hypo-
corrected forms.24 The nearly-complete state of the vocalisation is particularly
useful for identifying these dialectal and pseudo-Classical forms, especially
since the Tiberian pointing system can represent wider range of vowel qual-
ities than the typical Arabic fatḥa (/a/), kasra (/i/), and ḍamma (/u/) signs. The
following discussion examines differences between Classical Arabic and the
dialectal features in the Arabic of this text, mainly with respect to vowels and
consonants.
3.1 Vowels
The majority of medieval Judaeo-Arabic manuscripts lack anything approach-
ing complete vocalisation, oftenmaking it difficult to reconstruct the intended
phonology of medieval Arabic words. This limitation extends to nearly all of
Middle Arabic, as even most Arabic-script texts are sporadically vocalised at
best. In fact, some of the most significant direct witnesses for medieval Ara-
bic vocalisation are not in Arabic script at all, but rather transcriptions in
Greek,25 Coptic,26 and “phonetic” Judaeo-Arabic27 which record short vowels
via plene spellings. There are also a some “classical” Judaeo-Arabicmanuscripts
with substantial Tiberian vocalisation, although parchment manuscripts of
this type are rare.28 With its near-complete Tiberian vocalisation, this Eccle-
siastes manuscript provides another critical source for extracting the vowel
phonology of medieval dialectal Arabic from a Middle Arabic text.
and less angular); Beit-Arie et al., Specimens of Mediaeval Hebrew Scripts, charts 5 (closest
match), 8 (but shorter), 10; Beit-Arie et al., Specimens of MediaevalHebrewScripts, chart 35.
24 See Khan, “Judaeo-Arabic,” p. 156.
25 Blau, Handbook, pp. 29, 68–71; Violet, “Ein zweisprachiges Psalmfragment,” pp. 384–403,
425–441, 475–488.
26 Blau, Handbook, pp. 29, 155–167; Sobhy, “New Coptic Texts,” pp. 234–267.
27 Blau, Handbook, pp. 29, 136–154; see also, Blau and Hopkins, Ha-ʿAravit ha-yehudit ha-
qedumah; and Blau and Hopkins, “On Early Judaeo-Arabic Orthography.”
28 Khan, “Vocalized Judaeo-Arabic Manuscripts,” pp. 201–218; Khan, “The Function of the
Shewa Sign,” pp. 105–111; Blau and Hopkins, “A Vocalized Judaeo-Arabic Letter,” pp. 417–
476.
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In these fragments, the Tiberian pataḥ, ḥîreq, and qibbûṣ signs occur regu-
larly where ca would have fatḥa, kasra, and ḍamma, respectively. Ṣērê appears
four times in the manuscript,29 and in the two clearest readings it represents
/ē/ as an allophone of ca /ā/. Sĕgōl does not occur except as a ḥāṭēp vowel, and
there are no clear readings with ḥōlem or qāmeṣ. In general, the manuscript
does not record final vowels, and the only indication of case marking is the
occurrence of ʾālep in places where ca has tanwīn alif. Throughout the text,
ḥîreq before final hê indicates the equivalent of Arabic tāʾ marbūṭa, while a qib-
bûṣ before final hê indicates the 3ms pronominal suffix. This latter feature is an
imitation of Classical Arabic orthography, although the suffix was likely pro-
nounced as the dialectal form -u.30
Shûreq also occurs frequently, both where ca has /u/ and where ca has con-
sonantal wāw. In these cases of consonantal wāw, the dot within the letter may
actually be a dāgēsh or the equivalent of mappiq, and only appears to look
the same as the shûreq vowel sign. See, for example, אלאַּוְקַא (ʾaqwālan, “say-
ings,” 12:9), which has a consonantal wāwmarked by both “shûreq” and pataḥ.
Accordingly, conjunctive wāw is frequently marked like shûreq. In these cases,
it may have been realised as /u/ or /wu/.31
Shĕwă retains both silent and vocalic functions. It appears in places where
ca has sukūn, and also represents short /a/ in most places where it does not
close a syllable. For example, see ּתְלֻקְפ ( fa-qult, “I said,” 2:14) and סּורְגְמלַא
(al-maghrūs, “planted,” 3:2). This vocalic shĕwă as /a/ nearly always appears
in unstressed syllables, while pataḥ occurs in syllables with stressed or long
/a/, but this rule does always hold. For example, for ךִלְמ (malik, “king,” 2:12),
shĕwă represents stressed /a/. The use of shĕwă for /a/ also occurs in Bible
manuscriptswith “non-standardTiberian” vocalisation,32 andprobably reflects
the Tiberian pronunciation of vocalic shĕwă like pataḥ (i.e. /a/).33 The shĕwă
signmay also indicate some “reduction” of the /a/ vowel, at least in certain con-
texts. For example, תְעַמְג (gamaʿt, “I gathered,” 2:8) may reflect a form closer to
jəmaʿt than to ca jamaʿtu.34 Moreover, the quality of vocalic shĕwă can vary in
different contexts. For example, in ךּולְמלַא (ʾal-mulūk, “kings,” 2:8), רּוהְט (ẓuhūr,
29 In 5:10, 12:7, and 12:8 twice.
30 Khan, “Orthography and Reading,” p. 397; but see also, Blau, Handbook, p. 36.
31 For a similar phenomenon in Tiberian Hebrew, see Khan, The Tiberian Pronunciation Tra-
dition, section i.1.6.
32 For example, ms Cambridge, University Library, T-S as 64.206 vocalises the definite article
)-ַה( with shĕwă )-ְה( . See Arrant, “Standard Tiberian.”
33 Khan, “Vocalized Judaeo-Arabic Manuscripts,” pp. 208–209; idem, The Tiberian Pronunci-
ation Tradition, section i.2.5.2.
34 See Lentin, “The Levant,” pp. 185–186.
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“revelation,” 5:13), and םויְגלַאְּכ (ka-ʾal-ghuyūm, “like the clouds,” 12:2) shĕwă rep-
resents /u/ in an unstressed, open syllable.35
Shĕwă also occurs once inside a word-final ḥêt ( ְחַרְמלַאּו , u-ʾal-maraḥ, “and
merriment,” 3:4). This marking with an interior shĕwă is a known feature in
Hebrew manuscripts with “non-standard Tiberian” vocalisation, where it rein-
forces the full pronunciation of aweakened final guttural consonant. Addition-
ally, it suggests that the scribe’s Judaeo-Arabic /ḥ/ was de-pharyngealised to
/h/ in certain contexts, in this case at the end of a word-final syllable. Such
de-pharyngealisation is only known inmodern Arabic fromperipheral dialects
like Chadian and Nigerian,36 but if it occurs here, then it may be due to influ-
ence from Aramaic.37 Its appearance in this manuscript also suggests that this
scribe had some familiarity with a type of non-standard Tiberian vowel point-
ing.38
One of the most common variations in the manuscript is the raising of ca
/a/ and /ā/ in certain phonetic contexts, a phenomenon known as imāla in Ara-
bic grammar.39 Both medial and final imāla are recorded in this manuscript,
and both of these types of imāla are also known in dialects from the Levant,
Egypt, Iraq, and the Maghreb from the early Islamic period onwards.40 This
phenomenon is attested in some early Judaeo-Arabic texts by the use of the
mater lectionis letter yod,41 and is often marked by vowel dots in vocalised
Judaeo-Arabic sources.42 This Ecclesiastes manuscript represents imāla with
the Tiberian vowel signs ḥîreq and ṣērê. In positions where ca would have tāʾ
marbūṭa, the manuscript has ḥîreq and hê. For example: הִלאַהְגְלִל (li-l-gahālih,
“to ignorance,” 2:12), הִמְּכִחלַא (al-ḥikmih, “wisdom,” 2:12, twice), הִמְלֻ̇טלַא (al-
ẓulmih, “darkness,” 2:13), הִמְעִנ (niʿmih, “comfort,” 5:10), הִי]קא[ּב (bāqiyyih, “re-
maining,”11:8), and הִמל̇טמלא (al-muẓallimih, “darkened,” 11:8). This tendency to
raise final /a/ can be correlated with imāla of the feminine ending in many
modern Arabic dialects.43
35 Khan, “The Function of the Shewa Sign,” pp. 105–111.
36 JanetWatson, The Phonology andMorphology of Arabic, p. 18.
37 See Fassberg, A Grammar of the Palestinian Targum Fragments, p. 27.
38 For more on this feature, see Blapp, The Non-Standard Tiberian Hebrew Language Tradi-
tion, pp. 47–48; Arrant, “An Exploratory Typology;” Yeivin, Keter, p. 17; Morag, “The Vocal-
ization of Codex Reuchlinianus,” p. 233.
39 Levin, “The Imāla in the Arabic Dialects,” pp. 1–2, xiii; Levin, “ʾImāla.”
40 Lentin, “The Levant,” pp. 180–181; Levin, “The Imāla in the Arabic Dialects,” pp. 62–78; al-
Nassir, Sībawayh the Phonologist, pp. 91–103.
41 Khan, “Judaeo-Arabic,” pp. 150–151; Hopkins, “On Imāla of Medial and Final ā,” pp. 195–214.
42 Khan, “Vocalized Judaeo-Arabic Manuscripts,” p. 204.
43 Levin, “ʾImāla.”
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Ṣērê represents imāla four times, including at least three times in places
where ca has long /ā/ in an open syllable: יֵּתְמ (matē, “when,” 5:10), אַפִנֵא
( ēʾnifan, “in the first place,” 12:7), and אינאֵפ ( fēniyan, “passing away,” 12:8). These
instances of vowel raising are not lexical phenomena, but rather are condi-
tioned by their phonological context, as אינאֵפ ( fēniyan, “passing away”) occurs
in verse 12:8 alongside ןינאַפלאַכ (ka-ʾal-fānīn, “like those who pass away”). The
fourth ṣērê appears where a lacuna allows only a cautious reconstruction of the
entireword: }אַמְנ{ֵא ( eʾnnamā, “only,” 12:8). If this reconstruction is correct, then
this form is probably a hypocorrection of the ca word ʾinnamā.44
Another case of vowel raising occurs with the ca particle man (“who?”). It
appears once asminwith ḥîreq ( ןּוּכְיןִמּו , u-min yakūn, “and who is,” 5:8), reflect-
ing the use of the word as a relative pronoun (“whoever”). This example exam-
ple with ḥîreq notably occurs in the context of a yôd in an adjacent syllable,
which may have affected its vowel quality. The use of mīn for ca interrogative
man is common to both Egyptian and Levantine varieties of modern Arabic,45
and lexicalmin as a relative pronoun occurs in modern Egyptian.46
The text uses a few Tiberian ḥāṭēp signs in places where ca has /a/ or /i/.
Ḥāṭēp pataḥ occurs somewhat regularly, usually on ʿayin and ḥêt, including:
תאַנֲחַלֻמלַאּו (u-al-mulḥănāt, “female musicians,” 2:8), ּתְמֻ̇טֲעּו (u-ʿăẓumt, “and I
became great,” 2:9), יַלֲע (ʿălā, “upon,” 2:9, 2:13 twice, 2:26, 4:17, 5:12, 11:10), ּתְמִלֲע
(ʿălimt, “I knew,” 2:14), אַ̇צְרֲע (ʿăraḍan, “judgement,” 2:14), ּךַילֲע (ʿălayak, “upon
you,” 4:17, 12:2), לַמֲע (ʿămal, “labour,” 5:13, 5:14), ּךַּתְתאַדֲח (ḥădāthatak, “your
youth,” 11:9), האַיֲחלַא (al-ḥăyāh, “life,” 12:6), and אַמיִּכֲח (ḥăkīman, “wise,” 12:9).
However, it is not clear that the quality or quantity of ḥāṭēp pataḥ on these
letters actually differed from that of ca fatḥa (/a/). Instead, the writer may
have followed the Biblical Hebrew convention of avoiding vocalic shĕwă on
guttural consonants. Ḥāṭēp pataḥ also occurs twice on ʾālep: דִּגֲא (ʾăggid, “I
would find,” 2:25), ףּבאַסֲא (ʾăsābif, 12:12);47 and once each on tāw, kāp, and
yôd: אַלִמַאֲתֻמ (mutăʾamilan, “contemplating,” 2:11), ּךאַדֲּכ (kădhāk, “likewise,” 5:9),
אַהְמִ̇טְתְנֲי (yăntaẓimhā, “he organises them,” 12:9).
Ḥāṭēp sĕgōl is a lexically-specific phenomenon, appearing only on theprepo-
sition ʾilā and its variations with pronominal suffixes. For example: הַילֱא ( ĕʾla-
yyah, “to him,” 4:17), ַילֱא ( ĕʾlayya, “to me,” 2:23 and 4:17), and ]י[לֱא ( ĕʾlā, “to,
44 Khan, “Vocalized Judaeo-Arabic Manuscripts,” p. 206; idem, “Orthography and Reading,”
p. 402. Compare T-S Ar.8.3 F16 verso: אַמְנַא , ʾannamā.
45 Lentin, “The Levant,” p. 185; Hinds and Badawi, A Dictionary of Egyptian Arabic, p. 845.
46 Hinds and Badawi, A Dictionary of Egyptian Arabic, p. 835.
47 This word is probably a misspelling; see comments on transcription below.
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towards,” 5:14). In all of these cases, ḥāṭēp sĕgōl appears beneath an ʾālep-lāmed
ligature, and it is impossible to say for sure that it does not instead represent
shĕwă on the ʾālep and sĕgōl on the lāmed. If it does, then the expected pronun-
ciation of ַיֶלְא (“to me”) would be ʾaleyya or something similar. These examples
would then also be the only places where sĕgōl appears in the Judaeo-Arabic
text.48
In contrast to dialectal forms, the vocalisation also reflects several appar-
ent “hypocorrections,” where the writer attempted to “classicise” a perceived
dialectal pronunciation of /i/ by replacing it with /a/, but failed to produce a
true ca form.49 For example: ʾastaḥsinuh ( הֻנִסְחַתְסַא , “it deemed it beautiful,”
2:10) for ʾistaḥsanahu; ba-ʾal-maysūr ( רּוסְיַמלַאְב , “at ease,” 5:11) for bil-maysūri;
fa-ʾiltimāsuh ( הֻסאַמְתלִאְפ , “for his seeking,” 5:11) for fal-timāsuhu; zaltuh ( הֻּתְּלַז ,
“I abandoned it,” 5:12) for ca ziltuhu; ʾannahā ( אהְּנַא , “indeed it/they,” 11:8) for
ʾinnahā; ka-ʾal-ghuyūm ( םויְגלַאְּכ , “like the clouds,” 12:2) for kal-ghuyūm; and fī-
ʾal… ( …לַאיִפ , “in the …,” 12:3) for fil.
The text also contains occasional “hypercorrections” where the writer uses
a grammatical form when ca does not require it. For example, verse 2:26 has
אגרהב (bi-hargan, “with agitation”), marking a direct object with both tanwīn
alif and bi-. Similarly, in verse 11:8, the ca word ʾakthar (“greater, more than”)
appears as אַרְתְכַא (ʾaktharan), apparently marked with tanwīn as the predicate
of takūn, even though ca elative adjectives do not take tanwīn.
3.2 Consonants
The text is “classical” Judaeo-Arabic, generally matching the orthography of
Classical Arabic with corresponding Hebrew letters.50 The Arabic definite arti-
cle is almost always written לא (with the two letters connected as a single lig-
ature) where ca would have لا , as well as in places where ca normally elides
the initial alif with hamzatu l-waṣl (see hypocorrections above). There is one
instance where the lāmed of the definite article is omitted before a ḍād (3:4:
ּךְח̇צַל , la-ḍḍaḥk, “for [the] laughter”), but otherwise it is always written, even
with “sun letters.” Similarly, geminated Arabic letters are usually written only
48 Similar lexical specificity occurs in non-standard Tiberian bible manuscripts. For exam-
ple, T-S ns 68.22 and T-S ns 78.47 have shĕwă for ḥāṭēp sĕgōl only on the ʾālep of the divine
name (e.g., ָךיֶ֔הֹלְא ). See Arrant, “An Exploratory Typology.”
49 See Khan, “Vocalized Judaeo-Arabic Manuscripts,” pp. 205–206; idem, “Orthography and
Reading,” pp. 400–401.
50 This type contrasts the earlier “phonetic” orthographic system, which saw use until the
first half of the tenth century. Khan, “Judaeo-Arabic,” pp. 150–151; Blau and Hopkins, “On
Early Judaeo-Arabic Orthography.”
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once in Hebrew characters—sometimes marked with a dāgēsh—except for
two cases which reduplicate the consonant: 2:11, ינְּנִא (ʾinnī, “indeed I”); 12:9,
ֿףללא (ʾallaf, “he composed”).
There is one notable instance of consonantal interchange. In verse 3:1, רּוּדְחַמ
(maḥdūr) is probably intended as רּו̇דחַמ (maḥḍūr, “prepared, fixed”). This spell-
ing may be a remnant of an earlier “phonetic” Judaeo-Arabic orthography,
which used dālet to represent Arabic ḍād.51 Alternatively, it may indicate a loss
of /ḍ/ in certain contexts in the writer’s dialect.
The writer uses two types of diacritic dots to distinguish consonants: Tiberi-
an dāgēsh and a single supralinear dot. These dots are used sporadically, but
when they do appear, they distinguish specific pairs of letters.
The supralinear dot appears regularly to indicate ẓāʾ and ḍād, two conso-
nants which do not have a phonetic equivalent in the Hebrew alphabet. A dot
aboveטdistinguishes ẓāʾ from ṭāʾ, and adot above distinguishesḍādצ from ṣād.
This convention follows a typical Judaeo-Arabic practice for indicating Arabic
consonants that do not have Hebrew counterparts.52
The use of dāgēsh conforms to the standardTiberian practice,marking stops
but not fricatives. Accordingly, ,ּב ,ּד ,ּכ and ּת correspond to the Arabic stops
,ب ,د ,ك and ,ت respectively, while ,ד ,כ and ת correspond to the Arabic frica-
tives ,ذ 53,خ and .ث The fricative reflex of ב (/v/) and the stop reflex of פ (/p/)
have no Arabic equivalents, so those letters always represent ب and ف in the
manuscript. There is also a single instance of pê with rāfê in verse 12:9 ( ֿףללא ;
ʾallaf, “he composed”), which presumably highlights the fricative pronuncia-
tion in that word. Then for gîmel, ּג corresponds to the Arabic letter ,ج while ג
corresponds to .غ This usage breaks from more common diacritical practices
in Judaeo-Arabic, which typically mark jīm using the convention for marking
Arabic phonemes that have no Hebrew equivalent (like ẓāʾ and ḍād). That is,
they usually indicate the Arabic affricate jīm (/j/) using a gîmelwith a diacritic
dot either above or below it.54 Instead, this manuscript uses dāgēsh to separate
ج and غ in the same way as the other bgdkft pairs that have two Arabic equiv-
alents. If the same pattern for those letters also holds for gîmel here, then it
suggests the writer realised Judaeo-Arabic ג as a voiced velar fricative (/gh/ or
similar) and ּג as a voiced velar stop (/g/), and not like the ca palatal affricate
51 Khan, “Judaeo-Arabic,” p. 150; idem, “Orthography and Reading,” p. 397; Blau and Hopkins,
“On Early Judaeo-Arabic Orthography.”
52 Khan, “Orthography and Reading,” p. 397.
53 e.g. רִיַכ (khayr, “good,” 2:24) and טיכלא (al-khayṭ, “the thread,” 4:12).
54 Connolly, “Revisiting the Question of Ğīm,” pp. 165, 168–169.
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(/j/). This “gīm” reflex is a hallmark of modern Egyptian Arabic, and is also
known to have occurred in Egypt between the eighth and twelfth centuries.55
3.3 Summary
The Judaeo-Arabic of this translation reflects a fairly high register of medieval
Arabic, which generally conforms to ca grammar and morphology, and also
attempts to “classicise” some of its dialectal features. However, a few elements
of thewriter’s dialect have crept into the formal language of the text, including:
the raising of a-vowels in certain contexts (imāla) and a likely realisation of the
Arabic letter jīm as /g/. The imāla seen here is similar tomanymodern dialects,
and does not contradict the Egypt-Palestine assessment of the manuscript’s
palaeography. Then the /g/ reflex of jīm is a well-known feature of Egyptian
Arabic, including during the early medieval period. These details indicate that
thewritermost likely spoke a variety of EgyptianArabic.Given thedating of the
palaeography and the fact that this manuscript is parchment from the Cairo
Genizah, it is also probable that the writer lived in Egypt during the twelfth
century.
4 Transcription and Translation
The following section contains a transcription of the manuscript. Portions in
[square brackets] are reconstructed from damaged areas that still have some
ink, but where either the vowels or consonants are not clear, often with the
aid of ultraviolet or infrared microscopy. Those in {curly brackets} are not
visible in the manuscript, but are reconstructed from the context of the con-
tents. The actual size of the incipits is smaller than the main text, so we have
transcribed them in a smaller font size. Beside the transcription is our trans-
lation of the Judaeo-Arabic text, produced as faithfully as possible within the
limits of reasonable reconstruction. We have also included the Jewish Pub-
lication Society’s 1985 translation of Ecclesiastes,56 as well as the text of the
Leningrad codex from the Westminster Theological Seminary’s online edition
(http://www.tanach.us/Tanach.xml). The rightmost column contains the line
number in the manuscript, while the leftmost column contains the corre-
sponding chapter and verse in Ecclesiastes.
55 Some Judaeo-Arabic manuscripts suggest it persisted in certain dialects until at least the
sixteenth century; Connolly, “Revisiting the Question of Ğīm,” pp. 162–163, 178–179. See
also, Behnstedt andWoidich, “The Formation of the Egyptian Area,” pp. 69–70.
56 Berlin, Brettler and Fishbane (eds), The Jewish Study Bible, pp. 1606–1622.
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2:8 I further amassed










and I got myself male
תֹו֑ניִדְּמַהְוםיִ֖כָלְמ
םיִ֣רָׁשיִ֜ליִתיִׂ֨שָע








and female singers, as


















from time to time.










and I gained wealth
beyond those who
came before me, who






In addition, my wis-
dom remained with
me:



























57 The nûn in this word may have qāmeṣ instead of pataḥ.
58 This word is ّذالم , a relatively uncommon plural of ّةذلم (“joy, pleasure, comfort”); Wehr,
The Hans Wehr Dictionary, p. 1013; Kazimirski, Dictionnaire Arabe-Français, p. 985; Blau,
Dictionary, p. 628.
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rather, I got enjoy-




rather, my heart was






And that was all I got
out of my wealth.
יִ֖ק ְלֶחהָ֥יָה־הֶֽזְו
׃יִֽלָמֲע־לָּכִמ







turned to all the for-




indeed, I turned in
contemplation [of all






Line 1:The vocalisation of תְעַמְג may reflect a dialectal pronunciation of the 1cs
perfect verb as jəmaʿt, although vocalic shĕwă tends to represent /a/ in most of
the manuscript.
Line 2: The shĕwă in ךּולְמלַא (al-mulūk, “the kings”) appears to represent /u/
in an unstressed, open syllable.
Line 2: The translator probably chooses madīna (“city;” pl. madāʾin) here
because it shares a root with the word mĕdînâ (“province;” pl. mĕdînōt) from
theHebrew verse, even though they have different lexicalmeanings. This word,
as well as a few others, are left unvocalised, seemingly at random.
Line 3: ]ִת[אַיִקאַּבלַא (al-bāqiyyāti, “the remaining”) apparently ends with a
ḥîreq, although it is not clear why the vocaliser would put a case vowel here
and nowhere else. It may indicate an epenthetic vowel rather than a grammat-
ical case.
Line 5: The pointing on תְּדִז suggests a pronunciation of the 1cs perfect form
as zidat, zidət, or zidt.
Line 5: There is a miniature sāmek ormêm on the left side above the rêsh in
א]ַר[ְּדַק (qadran, “wealth”). It may be a correction to make this phrase רְּדַקתְּדִזּו
אמ , “and I gained some amount.”
Line 5:Theremay be a qāmeṣ beneath the ʾālep in ןיִד]ּלָא[ (ʾɔlladhīna?), but it
is difficult to be sure. It would be the only instance of qāmeṣ in themanuscript,
59 It appears that the scribe began the qibbûṣ here too close to the tāw, and then wrote the
full three dots under the erroneous first.
60 There is an oblique stroke above themêm in this word.
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and does notmatch the expected pronunciation of ʾalladhīna or eʾlladhīna. The
scribemay have added a qāmeṣ as an orthoepic reminder to separate the begin-
ning of this word from the final vowel of the previous word (i.e. ʿălayya).
Line 5: The translator glosses םִָ֑לָׁשּורי (“Jerusalem”) as םַלְסלַאראַד (dār al-
salām, “the house of peace”), using a defective spelling (possibly, al-salam).
Line 9: א]ּוהּו[ (wa-huwā? “and he”) may be the Hebrew pronoun אוה , or a
plene spelling of the Arabic pronoun like اوه .61
Line 11: The scribe reduplicates the geminated nūn in ינְּנִא (ʾinnī or ʾinnanī,
“indeed I”), likely on analogy with the Hebrew forms יִּנֶּנִה (hinnennî) and יִנְנִה
(hinĕnî).
Line 11: The 1cs perfect verb הֻּתְעַנְצ (ṣanaʿtuh, “he made it”) appears to be
marked like the ca 1cs perfect verb ( faʿaltu), but the final /u/ in the Judaeo-
Arabic is actually part of the 3ms pronominal object suffix. This suffix appears
regularly as -uh.62









….. what of it I had





it was all futile and
pursuit of wind; there




fail, nothing but the
glimmer of dawn.


























61 Khan, “Orthography and Reading,” p. 399.
62 For example, see 2:12, 2:23, 2:24, 5:10, 5:11, 5:12, and 12:3.
63 jps reverses the order of the two sentences in this verse “for clarity.” We have switched
them back to demonstrate the differences between the versions of this passage.
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will the man be like
who will succeed







the one who is ruling












Wisdom is superior to











2:14 A wise man has his
eyes in his head,
ֹוׁ֔שֹארְּבויָ֣ניֵע֙םָכָחֶֽה And I found ….. look-





Whereas a fool walks
in darkness. But I





ignorant is in {dark-
ness}…. I learned for







awaits them both. ׃םָּֽלֻּכ־תֶאהֶ֥רְקִי without fail, ……. but





Line 1: The pronominal suffix at the end of ִהֻּתְלַעְפ ( faʿaltuhi, “I made it”) is
markedwith ḥîreq. Itmay indicate a defective spelling of the feminine pronom-
inal suffix that has undergone some dialectal vowel raising, or it may be the
equivalent of amappiq, indicating that the hê is part of a pronominal suffix.
64 The incipit for verse 2:13 was most likely in this lacuna.
65 There is a dot above this tāw that looks like a ḥōlem, but it is unlikely that the scribe placed
it there intentionally.
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Line 1: Mappîq occurs twice in this line in the hê of ּהְנִמ (“of it, from it”), but
almost nowhere else in the text.
Line 2: Compare דֻּבאַל (lābbud or lā bud, “without fail”) with ca lā budd
(“without fail”). There is no indication of gemination on the final Judaeo-Arabic
consonant, but the scribe also does not mark gemination consistently else-
where.
Line 2:Theword אליא (ʾaylā?) is unvocalised, but it appears to be anAramaic
noun. The translator uses it to gloss the Hebrew word ַחּור (“wind”), apparently
drawing on an idiomatic usage of אליא as “the first glimmer of dawn,” ultimately
based on the Hebrew idiom רַחַּׁשַהתֶלֶּיַא , meaning “the light of dawn.”66 This
usage occurs again in 2:26 and 4:16.
Line 2: We have translated אַמּו as an interrogative particle, but it may be
meant as a particle of negation, equivalent to theHebrew ןיֵ֥אְו . If this is the case,
then the line could be translated as “nothing certain remains under the sun.”
Line 3: אניאכ here refers specifically to the “created” or “existing” world,
which aligns with the translator’s treatment of life as a period of “persisting”
( אַיְקאַּב ) before death.
Line 5: In ca, the form-v participle אחפצתמ (mutaṣaffaḥan, “scrutinising”)
indicates close examination.67 However, the ṣ-f-ḥ root is also related to “for-
giveness” in certain varieties of Arabic,68 so a more accurate translation may
be “I turned to considering wisdom and praiseworthy deeds, and to forgiving
ignorance and repulsive acts.”




2:22 For what does a man
get for all the toiling












2:23 All his days ויָ֣מָי־לָכיִּ֧כ ……
66 See the cal entry on אליא : http://cal.huc.edu/oneentry.php?lemma=%29ylh%232%20N​
&cits=all.
67 Lane, An Arabic-English Lexicon, p. 1695.
68 Hinds and Badawi, A Dictionary of Egyptian Arabic, pp. 504–505.
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his mind has no
respite.
וּ֑בִלבַ֣כָׁש־ֹאל turning away, so his









2:24 There is nothing
worthwhile for a man
but to eat and drink
֙םָדָאָּבבֹו֤ט־ןיֵֽא
הָ֔תָׁשְולַ֣כֹאּיֶׁש
… for a man who per-










from the benefit in his








I found it completely




2:25 For who eats לַ֛כֹאייִ֥מיִּ֣כ So I never found, in my





and who enjoys but
myself?
׃יִּנֶּֽמִמץּו֥חׁשּו֖חָייִ֥מּו than me, nor hastens





2:26 To the man, namely,
who pleases Him,





69 There is a ḥîreq below the pê in this word, probably marking an epenthetic vowel that
separates it from the following pê.
70 The incipit for 2:24 was most likely in this lacuna.
71 There is a dot above themêm in this word.
72 The incipit for 2:25 was most likely in this lacuna.
73 Incipit for 2:26 reconstructed based on the following line.
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He has given the wis-
dom and shrewdness





to enjoy himself; הָ֑חְמִׂשְו …… and celebration





and to him who dis-
pleases, He has given
the urge to gather
and amass—only for
handing on to one




























under} the sun there is






3:2 A time for being born תֶדֶ֖לָלתֵ֥ע
….. is enumerated.




and a time for dying,
A time for plant-





…. a time for planting,
and a time for pulling




3:3 A time for slaying and
a time for healing,
A time for tearing





{a time} for killing and
a time for standing






74 It is not clear that there is a space between this word and the next.
75 The incipit for 3:1 was probably in this lacuna.
76 Readmaḥḍūr.
77 The incipit for 3:3 was probably in this lacuna.
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3:4 A time for weeping




A time for weeping





A time for wailing
and a time for danc-
ing;






3:5 A time for throwing
stones and a time for
gathering stones, A
time for embracing












Line 2: The צ in הִנאַצְר (raḍānih) does not have a diacritical dot, but it seems
that it should be read asض. Additionally, a ḥîreq clearly precedes the final .ה If
this word follows the trends for tāʾmarbūṭa and 3ms pronominal suffixes in the
text, then it should be read as ةناضر , although we cannot find this Arabic form
attested elsewhere. If instead it is هناضر , then this possessive suffix is marked
differently from the majority of other instances (-ih instead of -uh), and may
suggest some influence from the ca genitive case ending.
Line 6: The translator glosses the Hebrew תֶדֶ֖לָל here as אַקְּבְלִל (li-l-baqā),
indicating a time “to remain” or “to persist” rather than “to be born.” This word
choice is again consistent with their idea of life as a time for “persisting” until
death.
Line 11: The hê of רהאַוּג]לַא[ (al-gawāhir, “gemstones”) is superscripted, ap-
parently as a correction to the initial spelling.
78 The incipit for 3:5 was probably in this lacuna.
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4:12 Also, if one attacks,












like the thread when
……..
......]ַּכַת.[אַדִאטיכלאַּכ 2







youth than an old
but





no longer has the
sense to heed warn-
ings.
For the former can
emerge from a dun-
geon to become king;














descent, and he may











…… his king {is}…. הכלמ]ּד[אַּד]…[שאו
....}ןו{ּכְי
8
79 The incipit for 4:14 was probably in this lacuna, but the Judaeo-Arabic arrangement differs
drastically from the Hebrew.
80 There is a dot above the nûn in this word.
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4:15 [However,] I reflected
about all the living
who walk under the
sun with that youth-
ful successor who











Line 7:Here the translatormay be playing off the contrast between jamʿ (gath-
ering, bringing together) and the phrase shaqq al-ʿaṣā—literally, “splitting the
staff”—an idiom which refers to a division within a tribe or the splitting off of
a person from a larger group.82 Note that later (12:8) they use al-gāmiʿ (lit. “the
gatherer,” “the one who brings together”) to gloss the Hebrew Qōhelet.




4:16 Unnumbered are the
multitudes
םָ֗עָה־לָכְלץֵ֣ק־ןיֵֽא … they … without end הִיאַהְנאַלְב]ּוע[...... 1









will not acclaim him




….. they are joyful, and




81 The scribe wrote this incipit as two lines, taking up some of the interlinear space between
lines 9 and 10.
82 See Lane, An Arabic-English Lexicon, p. 2068.
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overeager to go to the




…… being wary {of}






תֵּ֥תִמַעֹ֔מְׁשִלבֹו֣רָקְו …. seeking nearness to













[but] to do wrong. ׃עָֽרתֹוׂ֥שֲעַל …… for yourself as a













and let not your




……….. an outburst הב̇צג.....מא....... 10
before God. For God
is in heaven and you
are on earth; that








Line6: אברק is probably anAramaicnoun (qurbā, “nearness”), and corresponds
to בֹו֣רָקְו in the Hebrew text.
Line 7: אַמִיאַּד here may reflect a dialectal shift of the ca glottal stop to /y/
(dāyiman, “always”),85 although in classical Judaeo-Arabic orthography a yôd
can represent any ca hamzawith a seat of yāʾ.
83 The original Judaeo-Arabic likely hadmore text here than would be necessary for a literal
translation.
84 The incipit for 5:1 was probably in this lacuna.
85 Blau, Handbook, pp. 32–33.
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Line 8: הִריאַד (dāyirih) is literally “a circle,” but here refers to the people who
surround and protect a prince.86 Note also the preceding comment on אַמִיאַּד .
Line 8: ּךַילֲע (ʿălayak) indicates a dialectal formof the 2ms pronominal suffix,
-ak.




5:8 Thus the greatest
advantage in all the
land is his: he con-





… of all than an excel-





5:9 A lover of money
never has his fill









seeks to increase his
money; and that like-





his fill of income.
That too is
הֶ֖ז־םַּגהָ֑אּובְת to put it at his dis-














and that you are






so do those who con-




luxury, so too does its
consumption increase





does the success of its









5:11 A worker’s sleep is
sweet,
דֵֹ֔בעָהתַ֣נְׁש֙הָקּותְמ And also, that its





86 See Kazimirski, Dictionnaire Arabe-Français, p. 747.
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whether he has much
or little to eat;
הֵּ֖בְרַה־םִאְוטַ֥עְמ־םִא
לֵ֑כֹאי





but the rich man’s
abundance
ריִׁ֔שָעֶֽל֙עָבָּׂשַהְו As for the wealthy






doesn’t let him sleep. ׃ןֹוֽׁשיִלֹו֖לַֽחיִּ֥נַמּוּנֶ֛ניֵא his seeking is thus cer-






Line2:The vocalisationof םַלְעַא (ʾaʿlam) suggests it is a 1cs imperfect verb equiv-
alent to ca ʾaʿlamu (“I know”). However, we suspect that this word is actually an
imperative verb, equivalent to ca ʾiʿlam. Similar use of the imperative of ʿalama
is a common framing device for beginning new sections in medieval treatises,
and the translator was likely imitating that structure here. Then the pataḥ on
the ʾālep is probably a pseudo-classical correction.88










of evil which I have






ויָ֖לָעְבִלרּו֥מָׁשרֶׁשֹ֛ע …… a leftover which





87 The beginning of this word appears to be לא overwritten with .ת
88 See Khan, “Vocalized Judaeo-Arabic Manuscripts,” pp. 204–206.
89 One of only a few unvocalised words, which seems odd given the ambiguity of this sen-
tence. Read as form iv, yuḥfiẓ (“it angers, annoys”).
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to his misfortune, ׃ֹוֽתָעָרְל …. relinquish it, and at







in that those riches













venture; and if he
begets a son,
ןֵּ֔בדיִ֣לֹוהְועָ֑ר venture—squandering







he has nothing in
hand.
׃הָמּוֽאְמֹו֖דָיְּבןיֵ֥אְו will not come
{clearly}, {but rather}















so must he depart
at last, naked as he
came.
אָּ֑בֶׁשְּכתֶכֶ֖לָלבּוׁ֥שָי he will return to





He can take nothing












Another grave evil is










90 There is an oblique stroke above themêm of this word. See also, Ar.53.12 F1 recto, line 11.
91 Readmadhmūm.
92 Scribal error corrected on following line; omit.
93 It is difficult to tell whether the sign below the gîmel of this word is ḥîreq or ṣērê.
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and I will gather it …..
to me those who were





just as he came.94
So what is the good





he came … אג 12
Line 1: The ט of םַטְעַאּו (u-ʾaʿẓam, “consider the enormity”) should be read as
.ظ This verb is another imperative form, following the same discourse struc-
ture and classicising hypocorrection that occurred with the imperative of ملع
(“know”) in 5:9 (and probably 4:13).
Line 1:The ink spot below thehê in ִהֻּתְיַאְר (raʾaytuh, “I have seen [it]”) is prob-
ably accidental. Based on comparisons with other 3ms suffixes, it is unlikely
that the scribe meant to record a final vowel here.
Line 2: טפחי is one of only a few unpointed words, which seems odd given
the potential ambiguity of this sentence. Read as form iv, yuḥfiẓ (“it angers,
annoys”).
Line 3: In רּוהְט (ẓuhūr, “revelation”), shĕwă appears to represent /u/ in an
unstressed, open syllable.
Line 3: The expected ca form of הֻּתְּלַז is ziltuhu, but the text reads zaltuh.
This interchange of /a/ for /i/ is likely a pseudo-classical correction.
Line 6: }ארה{אַ̇ט (ẓāhiran, “apparent”) and אַנטא]ב[ (bāṭinan, “concealed”) are
notably antonyms.95 Compare the same root in verse 5:12: רּוהְט (ẓuhūr, “revela-
tion”).
Line 9: ּהאַּדְי (yadāh, “his hand”) is an irregular form in Arabic, and seems to
mimic the corresponding Hebrew word ( ֹוֽדָיְּב ).
Line 12: The word אג (gā, “he came”) appears as a catchword in the margin
below the text, near the end of the final line. It marks the end of the bifolium,
and completes the previous clause ( אגאַמְכןאכדא , “then just as he came”).
94 The njps translation moves this sentence up to verse 14, but we have moved it back to
show the contrast between the different versions of the text.
95 Lane, An Arabic-English Lexicon, pp. 219–221.
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11:8 Even if a man lives
many years, let him
enjoy himself in all of
them, remembering














are going to be. The












11:9 O youth, enjoy your-
self while you are
young!
ָךיֶ֗תּודְלַיְּברּו֣חָּבחַ֧מְׂש So then, O mankind,






Let your heart lead
you to enjoyment in
the days
יֵ֣מיִּבָ֙ךְּבִלָ֤ךְביִֽטיִֽו and in your affairs.
May your musings be






of your youth. Follow
the desires of your









but know well that
God will call you to





{then} do well in what









and banish care from
your mind, and pluck
sorrow out of your
flesh! For youth and






………. anger אַּבַ̇צְג.......אמ…}֙סַעַּ֙כ{ 8
………. upon יַלֲעאל.......... 9
…………… …………. 10
12:1 So appreciate your
vigor in the days of
יֵ֖מיִּבָךיֶ֔אְרֹוּ֣ב־תֶאֹ֙רכְזּו …………… …………. 11
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Line 6: The secondmêm of אממ is superscripted, apparently correctingmā
to bemimmā (“from what, in what”).








your youth, before …




of sorrow come and
those years arrive of






















sun and light and ֹל ׁ֙שֶמֶּׁ֙שַהְךַׁ֤שְחֶת־אֽ
רֹו֔אָהְו
the sun and all the
lights darken over you,










the planets and the





and the clouds come
back again after the
rain:





12:3 When the guards of
the house become
shaky, And the men









And the maids that
grind, grown few, are









and darken ………. ..........םל̇טַתּו 9
96 The nûn here may have shĕwă or qibbûṣ. Both forms are attested elsewhere in the manu-
script.
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12:4 And the doors to the
street are shut—With





And the song of the
bird growing feebler,





Line 6: In םויְגלַאְּכ (ka-ʾal-ghuyūm, “like the clouds,” 12:2), shĕwă appears to rep-
resent /u/ in an unstressed, open syllable.














And there is terror on
the road.—
ְךֶרֶּ֔דַּבםיִּ֣תַחְתַחְו fear God on their






















And the caper bush
may bud again;
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………… the back רְה̇טלאן]ַמ[............. 7
And the golden bowl





…………. the living 98האַיֲחלַאע............. 8
And the jug is
smashed at the cis-
tern.
ֹרָנְו ׃רֹוּֽבַה־לֶאלַּ֖גְלַּגַהץ֥ …………. dwelling. :אַראַ̇צ]ח[............. 9
12:7 And the dust returns
to the ground As












………….. previously. :אַֿפִלאַס............... 11
Line 2: There is a rāfê above the dālet of ןּוֿדֲעְר]ַי[ , but the reading is almost cer-
tainly with dāl rather than dhāl: نودعري (yarʿadūn, “they are terrified”).
Line 11: The pê in אַֿפִלאַס (sālifan, “previously”) has one of only three rāfês
in the manuscript. Another is in ןּוֿדֲעְר]ַי[ on this page (see comment above),
and the last is on the pê in ֿףללא (ʾallaf, “he composed”) in verse 12:9. It is inter-
esting that two of the three occur in a word that contain ʾālep, lāmed, and pê.
This usagemay be a reminder not to confuse these words with similar Aramaic
words that also have ףלא , but which can be pronouncedwith a stop (/p/) rather
than the Arabic fricative (/f/).
97 The vowels of this word are visible, but the first two letters are not clear.
98 There is an ʿayin in the margin after this word.
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And that is what al-











everything is like those









was a sage, he con-





Gāmiʿ was thus wise
and distinguished, so










He composed for them
whenever they would
















ֹצְמִל ץֶפֵ֑ח־יֵרְבִּדא֖ sought the ...... he















12:11 The sayings of the
wise are like goads,
like nails fixed in
prodding sticks. They






He said: with …………. לאַקְפ}דכ{םימכח
.............̇דנִע
8
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a rule in ................. ...............רצחיִפאַמְּכֻח 9
12:12 A further word:
Against them, my














Line 2:There is a superscriptedminiature yôd above the yôd of ןינאַפלאַכ (ka-ʾal-
fānīn, “like thosewho pass away”), possibly indicating that thewriter perceived
a consonantal yāʾ here.
Line 4: A reduplicated lāmedmarks the gemination in ֿףללא (ʾallaf, “he com-
posed”).
Line 6: The second pataḥ in סַמְּתלַא (ʾaltamas, “he sought”) suggests that the
final syllable is stressed.
Line 11: This reading of ףּבאַסֲא is relatively clear, but it is not an Arabic word.
It may be a mispelling of קבאסא (ʾăsābiq, perhaps “premeditations?”),99 which
could result from the writer mistranscribing an unpointed Arabic-script vor-
lage. Alternatively, it could be ףכאסא (ʾăsākif, “thresholds”),100 with themistake
coming in an interchange of ב for .כ There is not enough context to know for
certain without more of the text.
Line 11: It appears that there is only enough space on this leaf for the text to
run through verse 12. The scribe may have omitted the final two verses in order
to fit the end of the book on this piece of parchment, or there may be another
leaf with 4–6 additional lines of text.
99 See Blau, Dictionary, p. 286; although he does not list this particular form.
100 This would be an irregular form of the plural, rather than the expected ʾaskāf ; see Blau,
Dictionary, pp. 302–303; Lane, An Arabic-English Lexicon, p. 1392.
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5 Conclusion
The combination of near-complete vocalisation and the palaeographic prove-
nance makes this manuscript a strong source for the historical dialectology of
twelfth-century Egyptian Judaeo-Arabic. It also offers a glimpse into the cul-
ture of a well-trained scribe, clearly familiar with the Tiberian recitation tra-
dition and yet comfortable copying a biblical book in a highly non-standard
way. Moreover, it contains a translation of Ecclesiastes that varies considerably
from the original Hebrew text. This translation does not seem to match any
well-known Arabic Bible translation from the early medieval period, suggest-
ing it could be the writer’s own version, meant for personal use.
This study is not an exhaustive treatment of the linguistic features of this
manuscript, nor has it explored the meaning of the Ecclesiastes translation in
any significant depth. Rather, we have only aimed to produce a guide for future
inquiry. In particular, the text requires further investigation with respect to its
syntax, inflectional morphology, and lexical inventory.
As a potential example of a personal translation of Ecclesiastes, this man-
uscript also presents a unique opportunity for scholars of Bible translations.
While medieval Judaeo-Arabic Bible translations by writers like Saʿadya Gaon
were certainly more well-known, personal translations like the one in this
manuscript deserve closer examination.101 Indeed, this manuscript shows that
while such translations might remain largely unexplored, they have the poten-
tial to offer a wealth of information on the history of both Hebrew scribal
culture and the Arabic language.
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